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Abstract

This paper describes the Fujitsu DMATH sys-
tems used for WMT 2021 News Translation
and Biomedical Translation tasks. We focused
on low-resource pairs, using a simple system.
We conducted experiments on English-Hausa,
Xhosa-Zulu and English-Basque, and submit-
ted the results for Xhosa→Zulu in the News
Translation Task, and English→Basque in the
Biomedical Translation Task, abstract and ter-
minology translation subtasks. Our system
combines BPE dropout, sub-subword features
and back-translation with a Transformer (base)
model, achieving good results on the evaluation
sets.

1 Introduction

WMT has been exploring the state of the art in
MT for many years, and, particularly in recent edi-
tions, the participants have shown impressive re-
sults. However, often times, these results require
very heavy or complex systems, trained on dozens
of GPUs. Participants compete for a margin that
places them above the rest, combining multiple
methods from the latest research.

In recent years, different variants of the Trans-
former (Vaswani et al., 2017) architecture have
been popular for NMT, so can be seen when inspect-
ing the submissions to previous editions of WMT.
In our systems, we use the Transformer base con-
figuration, the smaller one. Our implementation is
based on Sockeye 2 (Hieber et al., 2020; Domhan
et al., 2020).

We combine several techniques or strategies for
low-resource pairs. These techniques are described
in Section 2.

We conducted a few experiments on language
pairs Xhosa-Zulu and English-Hausa, from the
News Transltion task, and on English-Basque, from
the Biomedical Translation task. The results of our
experiments are shown in Section 3.

2 Techniques

This section describes the strategies used for our
NMT models. The first two, bpe dropout and sub-
subword features, were used in all the subtasks,
while the last one was only used for the biomedical
translation subtasks.

2.1 BPE dropout
BPE dropout (Provilkov et al., 2020) was intro-
duced as an alternative to Kudo (2018). Provilkov
et al. found that the main drawback to the subword
regularization method is its complexity, since it
requires training a unigram language model and
uses uses EM and Viterbi algorithms to sample
segmentations.

BPE dropout works on BPE vocabulary models
(Sennrich et al., 2016b), that is, the vocabularies
are built in the same way as vanilla BPE. While
the unigram language model subword regulariza-
tion method uses a statistical model and dynamic
programming to be able to sample different seg-
mentations from the same sequence, BPE dropout
uses random noise to discard certain merges, ran-
domly generating a different sequence of subwords
each time. This is so because BPE does not store
the frequencies of each subword, only the order
of the merges. Merges are discarded with a prob-
ability p, which is usually 0.1. Provilkov et al.
concluded through several experiments that BPE
dropout achieves better results.

Our systems use BPE dropout during training,
with a dropout proability p of 0.1.

2.2 Sub-subword features
The main idea of the Sub-subword feature method
(Martinez et al., 2021) is to build the embedding
matrices from the n-gram features of the subwords
in the vocabulary. The features used to produce
the embeddings are selected by an algrithm before
training, and the neural network that produces the
embeddings is trained with the rest of the model.
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Sentences Words in source Words in target Word ratio
Xh-Zu 94,323 1,356,127 1,325,168 1.02
En-Ha 752,287 11,044,101 11,713,109 1.06
En-Eu 2,627,745 23,225,786 17,472,145 1.33

Table 1: Statistics of the datasets used for BT experiments. The rows of the table are ordered from smallest to largest,
the source language being that of the pair. The ratios are the number of words of the largest language compared to
the other.

The method has a regularizing effect, particu-
larly effective under low-resource settings. The
sub-subword feature method can be used with BPE
and BPE dropout, to achieve better results.

2.3 Back-Translation

Back-translation (BT) (Sennrich et al., 2016a) can
be used with monolingual data of the target lan-
guage, to improve low-resource language pair per-
formance. BT is a type of distant supervision, in
which a model of the opposite direction to the one
that one wants to build is used to synthesize more
parallel data. The method requires training an op-
posite model, and the synthesized data is noisy.
Still BT has been used extensively with good re-
sults reported (Poncelas et al., 2018; Edunov et al.,
2018).

The effectiveness of the BT method depends
largely on the quality of the monolingual corpora
used. Monolingual corpora compiled automatically
using web crawlers in combination with automatic
language detection are prone to be noisy. Partic-
ularly for low-resource languages for which lan-
guage detection has lower accuracy.

For example, we noted that the Hausa Extended
Common Crawl corpus published for WMT21 con-
tained a large number of Japanese song lyrics writ-
ten in Latin alphabet.

Our systems used 2 million backtranslated sen-
tences to improve performance.

2.4 Multilingual model

Johnson et al. (2017) introduced multilingual mod-
els to NMT. Multilingual models are capable of
translating more than one pair. For this, they used
a simple approach that consists of using a special
symbol inserted in the source sentence, indicating
the target language. The architecture of the model
can be the same as that of non-multilingual models.
In their experiments, they showed that, although
the performance of pairs with more resources wors-
ens when sharing a model with other pairs, the

performance of pairs with fewer resources im-
proves. Multilingual models allow translation be-
tween pairs with zero resources. This is known as
zero-shot translation.

Much research has been done on Multilingual
Neural Machine Translation (MNMT). Dabre et al.
(2020) published a comprehensive survey that sum-
marizes different ideas and techniques for MNMT.

For the English-Basque Biomedical task, we
tried using multilingual models too. In particu-
lar, for the terminology translation subtask, we
included the English-Spanish terminology from
MeSpEN (Villegas et al., 2018). The terminology
was included as training data, using the method
described in this section. A more sophisticated
vocabulary integration method could have given
better results (Post and Vilar, 2018; Bergmanis and
Pinnis, 2021).

3 Experiments

We conducted experiments on Xhosa → Zulu, Zulu
→ Xhosa, English → Hausa, Hausa → English
and English → Basque. Notice that the WMT21
Biomedical Translation Task for English-Basque
was only in the English → Basque direction, and
not Basque → English.

Table 1 shows the statistics for three language
pairs. The rows are ordered from smallest to largest.
The Xhosa-Zulu and English-Hausa data were pub-
lished in the WMT21 news translation task. Both
are classified as low-resource in the task descrip-
tion, but Xhosa and Zulu are two closely-related
languages, and English and Hausa, two distant lan-
guages. The English-Basque data were published
for the biomedical task of WMT21. The English-
Basque dataset cannot be considered low-resource,
with 2.6M parallel sentences, but it represents two
distant languages. The Basque language has a com-
plex morphology that makes its generation difficult.

Word ratios can hint about the similarity or dis-
similarity of the languages. Xhosa and Zulu are
related languages, and that is why they show a ra-
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Xh→Zu Zu→Xh En→Ha Ha→En En→Eu
Baseline 6.5 (.416) 6.3 (.421) 12.0 (.412) 13.0 (.403) 16.5 (.456)
+SSWF 9.3 (.470) 8.5 (.468) 12.5 (.420) 14.5 (.429) 17.3 (.471)
+BT 9.2 (.471) 8.6 (.467) 17.5 (.480) 16.7 (.460) 16.4 (.462)
+BT+SSWF 9.7 (.478) 8.8 (.470) 18.0 (.482) 15.5 (.461) 16.4 (.463)

Table 2: BT results for various language pairs. (+/-) BT indicates the use or non-use of BT data. The results follow
the format "BLEU (CHRF2)". Best BLEU results are shown in bold and the best CHRF2 are underlined.

tio close to one. English and Hausa are distant
languages, but their morphological characteristics
result in sequences of similar length.

Table 3 shows the hyperparameters used to train
the models. The Transformer hyperparameters
are those of the base model. We use a relatively
large vocabulary size of 32k subwords. Although
Sennrich and Zhang (2019) showed that smaller
vocabularies give better results on low-resource
datasets, larger vocabularies work well when using
sub-subword features (Martinez et al., 2021).

We used 4,000 warmup steps schedule as de-
scribed in Vaswani et al. (2017) with an initial
learning rate of 2.0 and evaluated the development
cost every 2,000 updates. The model was reloaded
from the best checkpoint when the development
cost did not improve, and training stopped after 3
consecutive stallings.

Hyperparameter Value
Vocabulary size 32,000 subwords
BPE dropout p 0.1
Batch size 4,096 (×2 GPUs)
Warmup steps 4,000
Learning rate 2.0
Encoder layers 6
Decoder layers 6
Attention heads 8
Transformer size 512
Hidden layer size 2,048
Dropout 0.1
Label smoothing ϵ 0.1
FTE layers † 3
FTE size † 3,072

Table 3: Hyperparameters used in our models. † FTE
(feature-to-embedding) network size for sub-subword
feature (+SSWF) models.

For the News Translation Task participants need
agree to contribute to the manual evaluation about
eight hours of work, per system submission. In
consideration of this workload, we decided to sub-

mit only the Xhosa → Zulu system to the News
Translation Task.

Table 2 shows the results for the languages in
Table 1. The BT data were translated using the
sub-subword feature (+SSWF) model. The BT data
contain 2 million pairs of sentences. The English-
Basque model shown in this table does not use the
multilingual approach described in Subsection 2.4.

The results show that the sub-subword features
(+SSWF) improve the results of the correspond-
ing -SSWF models under low-resource settings.
In the case of Hausa → English, the +SSWF sys-
tem did not achieve better BLEU scores than the
corresponding -SSWF system, but achieved better
CHRF2.

Despite its noisy nature, we decided to use the
Extended Common Crawl Hausa corpus. The re-
sults show that the data, although noisy, was effec-
tive in improving the performance.

The English → Basque biomedical abstract
translation did not improve when using back-
translation data. It is possible that the cause for
this was the domain mismatch of the monolingual
data, that was not exclusively from scientific pa-
pers’ abstracts.

All models were trained on two NVIDIA Tesla
P100 GPUs. The Xhosa-Zulu models are trained
in about 2.5 hours, and the English-Hausa models
are trained in about 10 hours.

Table 4 shows the result of combining the
English-Basque training data with the MeSpEN
English-Spanish terminology (Villegas et al., 2018).
The MeSpEN terminology dictionary that we used
contained 125,519 term pairs after cleaning.

Model BLEU chrF2
En→Eu 16.47 .456
En→Eu +SSWF 17.34 .471
En→ {Eu,Es} +SSWF 17.44 .470

Table 4: NMT result of combining the English-Basque
training data with the MeSpEN English-Spanish termi-
nology.
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The scores displayed were obtained by evaluat-
ing the trained models on a test set sampled from
the provided data for abstract translation. The data
used to build the development and test sets were
removed from the training data. The results show
the BLEU and CHRF2 scores for abstract transla-
tion, but we did not prepare any evaluation set for
terminology translation, as we wanted to include
WMT20 terminology in the training data.

The same models were used for abstract trans-
lation and terminology translation. Manual exam-
ination of the produced transations hinted better
performance for the the model trained with English-
Spanish terminology.

In consideration of the results, we decided to
submit two systems to the abstract translation and
terminology translation subtasks. One of the sys-
tems incorporated the MeSpEN terminology, and
the other one did not. Both systems did not use
backtranslated data.

4 Conclusions

We built and submitted three lightweight systems
that used sub-subword features to build the embed-
dings. We evaluated the approach with different
configurations and the results showed the adequacy
of the approach.

The relatively small models could possibly use
larger hyperparameters and other techniques to
achieve better results, but we think the current re-
sults can show the strenght of the techniques that
were applied.
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